
I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the years 1895– 1900, an average of 101 blacks were lynched a year—mostly
in the South. In 1898, a white supremacist campaign to eliminate black polit-
ical influence culminated in a race riot in Wilmington, North Carolina,
which killed at least a dozen blacks. In 1897, President William McKinley
declared that “the north and the south no longer divide on the old [sectional]
lines,” as he and the Republican party turned an increasingly blind eye to
violations of the civil and political rights of southern blacks. In 1895, the
acknowledged leader of southern blacks, Booker T. Washington, acquiesced
in racial segregation and black disfranchisement and urged blacks instead to
pursue education and economic advancement. Segregation spread through
most spheres of southern life, and blacks were almost entirely barred from
voting and from serving on southern juries. Most scientists agreed that the
black race was biologically inferior.1

In the years 1950– 1955, lynchings of blacks had decreased to nearly zero.
President Harry S Truman had recently issued executive orders that desegre-
gated the federal military and the federal civil service. Southern black voter
registration rose to roughly 20 percent, up from 3 percent just a decade ear-
lier. The walls of segregation were beginning to crumble, as police forces,
minor league baseball teams, juries, public universities, and public accom-
modations were desegregated in many cities of the border states, the periph-
eral South, and occasionally even the Deep South. Blacks were serving on
the federal judiciary and in Congress; Ralph J. Bunche had won the 1950
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Nobel Peace Prize; and black players were starring in professional baseball.
Few scientists any longer believed in biological racial differences.

In 1896, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson that rail-
road segregation laws were permissible under the Fourteenth Amendment.
In 1954, the Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education held that the
same constitutional provision invalidated statutes that segregated public
schools. This book addresses three principal questions: What factors explain
the dramatic changes in racial attitudes and practices that occurred
between 1900 and 1950? What factors explain judicial rulings such as Plessy
and Brown? How much did such Court decisions influence the larger world
of race relations?

Many different sorts of factors—political, economic, social, demo-
graphic, ideological, international, and legal—account for the transforma-
tion in American racial attitudes and practices over time. As blacks moved
from southern farms to northern cities, they gained access to the franchise,
and they eventually began to wield significant clout in national politics. As
blacks secured better jobs and higher incomes, they acquired financial
resources and heightened expectations with which to challenge the racial
status quo. As blacks moved from farms to cities, they developed social net-
works that facilitated collective protest, and they escaped the oppressive
racial mores of the countryside. As the nation fought wars “to make the world
safe for democracy” and to defeat Nazi fascism, millions of white Americans
reconsidered the meaning of democracy and whether it was consistent with
a racial caste system. As African and Asian nations achieved independence
after World War II and the United States competed with the Soviet Union for
the allegiance of the Third World, Jim Crow became an albatross around
America’s neck. Between 1900 and 1950, Supreme Court justices grew more
committed to racial equality and invalidated a variety of schemes that had
segregated and disfranchised southern blacks. This book analyzes these and
other factors behind the nation’s racial transformation and evaluates the rel-
ative importance of legal and extralegal forces.

Legal scholars and political scientists have long debated how to under-
stand judicial decision making. One school, that of the formalists, argues that
judges decide cases by interpreting legal sources, such as texts (statutes and
constitutions), the original understanding of such documents, and legal
precedents. According to an extreme version of this view, judges engaged in
constitutional review “lay the article of the Constitution which is invoked
beside the statute which is challenged and . . . decide whether the latter
squares with the former.” In its more moderate (and more plausible) form,
formalism holds that judicial decision making is significantly constrained by
legal sources such as text, original understanding, and precedent, even
though some room for judicial discretion remains. A competing school, that
of the realists or the attitudinalists, argues that judicial interpretation mainly
reflects the personal values of judges. In its crudest form, this perspective
attributes judicial decision making to what the judge ate for breakfast. In its
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subtler (and more plausible) form, it is reflected in a famous statement by
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes: “The felt necessities of the time, the preva-
lent moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or
unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men,
have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining the rules
by which men should be governed.”2

This book argues that judicial decision making involves a combination
of legal and political factors. A legal axis, which consists of sources such as
text, original understanding, and precedent, exists along a continuum that
ranges from determinacy to indeterminacy. In other words, some legal ques-
tions have fairly clear answers, while others do not. A political axis, which
consists of factors such as the personal values of judges, the broader social
and political context of the times, and external political pressure, exists along
a continuum that ranges from very strong preferences to relatively weak ones.
In other words, judges feel more strongly, as a matter of personal preference
or as a reflection of broader social mores, about some issues than about oth-
ers. When the law is clear, judges will generally follow it, unless they have
very strong personal preferences to the contrary. When the law is indetermi-
nate, judges have little choice but to make decisions based on political fac-
tors. Moreover, different judges accord different weights to these two axes,
and some judges may deem a particular factor in decision making to be legal,
while others will regard that same factor as political. Thus, different judges,
even when confronted with the same legal sources and holding the same per-
sonal preferences, might reach different legal interpretations because they
prioritize the legal and political axes differently.

An important qualification is necessary: This book makes no claim
about how judges should decide cases. This is not a work of normative consti-
tutional theory. It does not prescribe, but rather it seeks to describe and to
interpret how the justices decided cases involving race and the Constitution
from Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) to Brown v. Board of Education (1954). No
pejorative connotation is intended by the term “political axis.” No conclu-
sion turns on whether particular factors in judicial decision making are
labeled “legal” or “political.” I have simply tried to sort the various factors
into categories in a way that approximates how most justices during this
period would have understood their jobs. But I do not mean to suggest that it
is illegitimate for judges to consider political factors in their constitutional
decision making.

This book argues that because constitutional law is generally quite inde-
terminate, constitutional interpretation almost inevitably reflects the
broader social and political context of the times. “Equal protection of the
laws” does not plainly condemn school segregation, and the Fifteenth
Amendment’s ban on race-based qualifications to the suffrage does not
plainly prohibit race-neutral voter qualifications that disparately affect
blacks. In the absence of determinate law, constitutional interpretation nec-
essarily implicates the values of the judges, which themselves generally
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reflect broader social attitudes. At a time when most white Americans
deemed the Fifteenth Amendment to be a mistake, the justices were natu-
rally inclined to sustain disfranchisement measures that did not flagrantly
violate it. At a time when most whites were intent on preserving “racial
purity” and assumed that blacks were inferior, the justices were naturally pre-
disposed to sustain racial segregation, which the Fourteenth Amendment
does not plainly proscribe. Once racial attitudes had changed, as a result of
the factors to which I have already alluded, the justices reconsidered the
meaning of the Constitution.

The notion that the values of judges tend to reflect broader social mores
requires qualification: Though judges live in a particular historical and cul-
tural moment, they are not perfect mirrors of public opinion. Judges occupy
an elite subculture, which is characterized by greater education and relative
affluence. On many constitutional issues, people’s opinions are highly corre-
lated with such factors. For example, although most Americans at the begin-
ning of the twenty-first century support voluntary, nondenominational
prayer in public schools, most highly educated, reasonably affluent Ameri-
cans do not. Reflecting such elite views, most justices continue to regard
such prayer as unconstitutional, even though 60– 70 percent of Americans
disagree. Yet the fact that judges occupy an elite subculture does not negate
the principal point: Judges are part of contemporary culture, and they rarely
hold views that deviate far from dominant public opinion. Thus, the justices
did not protect women under the Equal Protection Clause until after the
women’s movement, and they did not invalidate racial segregation until after
public opinion on race had changed dramatically as a result of various forces
that originated in, or were accelerated by, World War II.3

One implication of this perspective on constitutional interpretation is
that the justices are unlikely to be either heroes or villains. Judges who gener-
ally reflect popular opinion are unlikely to have the inclination, and they
may well lack the capacity, to defend minority rights from majoritarian inva-
sion. It is difficult to treat them as villains, because their rulings simply reflect
the dominant opinion of their time and place. Yet neither are their interven-
tions on behalf of minority rights likely to be particularly heroic, as such deci-
sions will usually reflect the views held by a majority or a sizable minority of
the population. For the justices to have invalidated racial segregation in 1896
would have been heroic, yet for the most part they were not even tempted to
do so. When they finally did invalidate segregation in 1954, their decisions
reflected views that were held by roughly half the country. I emphasize again
that my purpose in this book is neither to criticize nor to defend decisions
such as Plessy or Brown but only to explain them. I do not argue that Court
rulings ought to reflect popular opinion, only that they usually do.

Finally, this book investigates the consequences of the Court’s constitu-
tional decision making in the race context. Some scholars have contended
that Court rulings make little if any difference, while others have claimed
that they make a vast difference. At one extreme, we hear that Brown v. Board
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of Education created the civil rights movement and at the other that it had no
impact whatsoever. This book argues for a middle ground: Some Court deci-
sions involving race were much more efficacious than were others. By exam-
ining which Court rulings mattered and why, we can identify the social and
political conditions that influence efficacy—factors such as the intensity of
opponents’ resistance, the capacity of the beneficiaries of Court decisions to
capitalize on them, the ease with which particular rulings are evaded, the
availability of sanctions against those who violate rights, the relative attrac-
tiveness of particular rights-holders, and the availability of lawyers to press
claims. A related question is how important was the role that law played in
the subordination of blacks. Court decisions that invalidated statutes that
segregated and disfranchised blacks might not have been very consequential
if segregation and disfranchisement depended more on social custom and
physical force than on law.4

Court decisions can have a wide variety of consequences. Analyzing
only their direct effects—such as how many schools Brown desegregated—
misses the possible indirect consequences of Court rulings, which include
raising the salience of an issue, educating opinion, motivating supporters,
and energizing opponents. None of these indirect consequences is suscepti-
ble to precise measurement, but this book tries to say something about the
variety of ways in which Court rulings may have influenced the larger world
of race relations.5

Litigation can also have consequences that are independent of those
that result from Court decisions. Litigation is a method of protest that is dis-
tinct from alternative methods, such as political mobilization, economic
pressure, street demonstrations, and physical resistance. Whether or not it
succeeded in securing Court victories, litigation may have had educational,
organizational, and motivational consequences for the civil rights move-
ment. This book analyzes litigation as a distinct method of social protest and
evaluates its advantages and disadvantages.

Profound changes in American race relations took place between 1895
and 1965. Let us now turn to the questions of why those changes occurred
and how much the constitutional rulings of the U.S. Supreme Court had to
do with it.
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